PRECISE. RELIABLE. ROBUST. AVAILABLE.
CD® Couplings

Keyless Shaft Locking Devices

High-performance couplings that
outperform and outlast bellows and
steel disc designs. The unique design
of the composite disc enables the
CD Couplings to withstand punishing
applications and deliver high precision
performance. Fully Customizable.

ETP® keyless connections and
Posi-Lok® keyless bushings provide
quick, easy and accurate assembly
of mounted shaft components. Both
inch and metric bore sizes are
available from stock.

ServoClass® Couplings

Crown Gear Drives

Designed for demanding servomotor
applications. Zero backlash, high
torsional stiffness, high speed
design. Features flexible metal discs
for high misalignment capacity and
keyless clamp-type mounting hubs.

Available in 5-sizes, 3 configurations,
and with 1:1 and 2:1 ratios. High
quality AGMA class 10 spiral bevel
gears. Stainless steel shafts and
either black anodized or IP65-Rated
nickel-plated aluminum housing.

Schmidt Offset Couplings

Adjustable Speed Drives

Designed to handle high amounts
(up to 17") of parallel shaft offset
with constant angular velocity.
Standard models with torque
capacities up to 459,000 in-lbs
and extensive custom capabilities.

Easy to install and maintenance free.
Zero-Max® Drives offer infinitely
variable speeds from 0 rpm to 1/4
of input rpm. 5 models with torque
ranges from 12 in-lbs to 200 in-lbs.

Overload Safety Couplings

Roh’lix® Linear Actuators

Torque Tender® Couplings provide
reliable overload protection in any
mechanical power transmission
system. Full selection of styles and
sizes with set-point torque ranges
from 3 to 3,000 in-lbs.

Simple conversion of rotary motion into
precise linear motion. Available in five
models and multiple configurations.
Roh’Lix actuators have thrust ratings
from 5 to 200 lbs. All models feature
built-in overload protection.

Control-Flex Couplings

OHLA® Overhung Load Adaptors

Zero backlash couplings designed
for encoder and instrumentation
type applications. Features high
misalignment capacity, constant
velocity, and an electrically
isolated hub design.

Designed to protect hydraulic motors
and pumps from radial/axial loads and
to provide additional seal protection.
11 models available for mounts from
SAE A to SAE F. Fully customizable.
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